Getting Ice in My Drink

INTRO: Due to large quantities of ice, restaurants are robbing customers by giving approximately forty percent less pop than advertised.

BODY: There is a ton of reasons that I don’t like getting ice in my drink. For example, the ice waters down the drink if it sits for a while. One time I was at a baseball game at PNC Park, I went to get a drink, which cost four dollars (that is another story), and by the time I got back to my seat the ice was already melted. It tasted really nasty. Another example is, even when you ask for no ice they give it to you anyway. Actually, I think that they give you more ice than usual. Just like the one time I went to Wendy’s, asked for a drink with no ice, and the employee put extra ice in my drink. I don’t know what that was about. Thirdly, your drink is cold anyway so I just don’t get the point of putting ice in it. Finally, it is just a rip-off to get ice in your drink, since forty percent of the cup is full of ice. The other night, I went to Ruby Tuesday’s with my family. When we left we had about twenty-five cups on the table, all about half-full with ice. It is also bad for the environment. Think about all of those cups I talked about earlier, all the wasted ice in them could’ve filled up a gallon jug. All of the water used to clean them is also wasted.

CONCLUSION: So, the next time you go out to eat, Just Say No! (to ice)